Directions to
Faith in Water
Address
2.1 Streamline, 436-441
Paintworks, Arnos Vale, Bristol
BS4 3AR, UK
Contact
+ 44 (0)797 0466 830
Faith in Water shares an office
with Faith Invest.
Parking is limited in the area.
However, we are 20 minutes’
walk, or a three-stop hop on
bus number 1 or X39, from
Bristol Temple Meads Railway
Station.

Detailed directions
By train: Bristol Temple Meads Railway Station is a mainline railway station. Faith in Water is 20
minutes’ walk from the station, or you can get take bus number 1 or X39: ask for a three-hop stop.
See the route map above.
By coach: Coaches from a range of UK cities arrive and depart from Bristol Bus Station which is
15 minutes from Railway Station.
By car: Bristol is served by the M4 and the M5; both link to the M32 which takes drivers into
central Bristol. Directions to Faith in Water from the motorways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exit the M4 or M5 and join the M32 towards Bristol.
After five or 10 minutes’ driving, the M32 ends and becomes the A4032. Stay on the
A4032 to enter Bristol city centre.
At the traffic lights, continue straight, staying the one of the two left hand lanes, in the
direction of the A4 towards Bath.
Follow the road as it bends left and then continue driving straight, passing through the
underpass and two sets of traffic lights.
At the roundabout, take the second exit, heading towards Bristol Temple Meads Railway
Station and the A4 towards Bath.
Pass Bristol Temple Meads Railway Station on your left and continue straight over the
river, heading in the direction of the A4 towards Bath.
Pass through two sets of traffic lights and then begin looking out for Paintworks on the
lefthand side. The entrance is a few hundred yards away,
Take the road into the Paintworks complex and keep going straight ahead until you cannot
drive any further. The Streamline building is the very last building.

